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Notes to Catalogue 121
is is a follow-on to Catalogue 115- which listed 100 best books about Churchill, and were intended for 
readers. is Catalogue concentrates on books for collectors. e value is based on scarcity, not content.

Firstly, there is a big selection of unusual titles from the Zoller list and even a few new discoveries not 
found in Zoller.  ere were a few treausres left unsold from Catalogue 106, and these are offered again 
here, but at reduced prices. ere are a number of books offered here that represent the only copy I have 
ever seen or heard of.

Secondly, there is a big selection of 45 books signed by the author. is is a popular collecting theme, and 
this is the best chance in years to expand your collection. In most cases, the illustration shows the signed 
or inscribed page

Finally, you will find a selection of proof copies and review copies. Some of the proof copies were seen in 
Catalogue 116, but are listed here at reduced prices.

e listings are arranged in chronological order, with the 1916 biography by A. MacCallum Scott being 
first, and a signed copy of Martin Gilbert’s newly published CHURCHILL AND THE JEWS being 
last at no. 160. 

NEXT CATALOGUE:  Fine First Editions, due late September

Orders can be placed by phone, email, or post. Email and phone are best as they still get through even 
if I am away. Please note new email address. Do not send payment with order, as availability needs to be 
confirmed.  
 `
 Shipping is free to USA  for all orders over $50.00

Payment can be by check in dollars, Sterling cheque, or by Visa or Mastercard. For credit card orders, 
please provide card number, expiry date. , and the three extra digits on the back by the signature. Credit 
card details can also be sent securely via www.wscbooks.com. Just place an order for any book and send 
the details via the secure server, then just tell me what you really want.

 Your satisfaction is important. Any item may be returned within 7 days for any or no reason.

www.wscbooks.com
•  2500+ books by or about Churchill, all with picture
•   previous paper catalogues to download
•   secure online ordering
•   Checklist of books by Churchill, with a guide to the  
 various editions of each
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1 Winston S. Churchill War Correspondent
1895-1900 (inscribed)

Churchill, Winston S. ( ed. by Frederick Woods). Brassey’s,
London, 1992. This revised edition based on Young
Winston’s Wars, is important as editor Fred Woods has
added the despatches from Cuba of 1895, making these
documents easily available to all. 355 pages with index,
bound in black cloth, in a turquoise dustwrapper.  Clean crisp
copy in unclipped dustwrapper. Inscribed by the author on the
endpaper to Desmond Flower, who was the Chairman of
Cassell the publishers, and dated 14-ii-92 in Fred's
distinctive feathery hand.  $125.00

  

2 If I Lived My Life Again ( signed)

Churchill, Winston S. ( ed. by Jack Fishman). W.H. Allen,
London, 1974, 1st edition. This is a collection of Churchill’s
writings and speeches selected by long time fiend and
journalist Jack Fishman. This is the only edition of this work,
and can be elusive. Pale green cloth with pictorial dw. Book
is clean, unworn. Dustwrapper has some damp stains on
inside. Inscribed by Fishman on the endpaper.  $60.00

  

3 Winston Churchill in Peace and War

A. MacCallum Scott. London, George Newnes, 1916. An
update version of the original by this author from 1905, to
include details on the Dardanelles. The penultimate chapter is
entitled “The Downfall”. Bound in bright red cloth stamped
in black, 162 pages, no illustrations Here is an especially fine
copy in the original dustwrapper. Book very bright, foredges
even and unspotted. Dustwrapper is unclipped, no tears or
losses, slightly darkened on spine. This is the best copy I
have ever seen. $400.00

  

4 The Winstonburg Line (w author signed
letter)

Sitwell, Osbert. London, Hendersons, (1919). A 20 page
pamphlet in orange wraps, which publishes 3 highly critical
newspapers articles (verses) on Churchill. Caricature on cover
and title page. This is Sitwell’s first published work, so also
in demand from that side. Scarce. This copyvery interesting as
it has an autograph letter from Sitwell attached to the half title
page. The letter is headed Officer cadet Battalion of the
Household Brigade. The letter includes a comment about  the
"terrible militaristic atmosphere" of the place. Paper covers
soiled and cracking along the fold. $125.00

  

5 The Mirrors of Downing Street

A gentleman with a Duster. London, Mills & Boon, 1922
reprint. Subtitled "Some Political reflections", a series of
gossipy essays on the leading lights of the day- DLG,
Asquith, Balfour, Kitchener, and Winston. A cheaply mad
book with paper covered boards. Binding feels loose, paper
browned, but it has its original brown paper dustwrapper
which is grubby and worn with loss at spine ends. These
1920's DJ's are so hard to find now.  $18.00

  

6 The Economic Consequences of Mr.
Churchill

Keynes, John Maynard. London, The Hogarth Press, 1925.
In this 32 page pamphlet, the famed economist is highly
critical of Churchill’s decision to go on the gold standard.
This is a triple dip collectible- the subject is Churchill, the
author is Keynes, and it was published by the Woolf’s
Hogarth Press. Scarce, fragile, and important. Bound in pale
green wraps. A superior copy, Fragile thin wraps are intact,
usual browning towards edges. Contents crisp and clean,
small owner name on front wrap. $350.00

  

7 Winston Churchill, Being an account of
the life of the Right Hon. Winston
Leonard Spencer Churchill, P.C., C.H.,Ephesian (C.E.B. Roberts). London, Mills and Boon, 1927.

A good full length biography done in the 20’s. This first
edition is a larger book than later ones at 6 x 9 inches. 272
pages, 11 illustrations. Attractive binding similar to The
World Crisis in smooth navy cloth stamped in gilt.     A fine
fresh copy in its original grey paper jacket. Book is crisp with
clean covers and bright gilt, some mild foxing on edges.
Dustwrapper is browned on spine, light wear at spine ends,
no pieces gone. $200.00

  

8 BATTLE: The Life Story of the Rt. Hon.
Winston S. Churchill

Martin, Hugh. London, Sampson, Low, Marston & Co.,
1932. The first edition of this title is worth seeking as it is
much larger than the wartime reprints and contain material
which was later cut. Martin was a journalist who was present
at many important events in Churchill’s early career, so writes
with authority. Usually bound in black 5.5 x 9 ins, 246 pages,
index, 16 illustrations.  Here is a copy in the scarce pictorial
dustwrapper. Book is crisp and unworn, gilt bright, but there
are some areas of the black cloth which have condensation
stains. Dustwrapper is bright and attractive, some edge wear
and cracks and loss of a 40 x 10  mm piece along top edge of
front cover. $150.00

  

9 Winston Churchill and James II of
England

Hay, Malcolm V.. London, Harding & More, 1934. A very
scarce title, 66 pages, card covers. Primarily a criticism of
Churchill’s treatment of James II in MARLBOROUGH.
Fine unworn copy in card covers. $200.00

  

10 Einflussreiche Engländer

Pückler, Carl-Erdmann. Berlin, Frundsberg-Verlag, 1938.
This hardcover of 160 pages has brief bios of the 14 leading
English Politicians, including Churchill, as seen in pre war
Germany. Not in Zoller Some foxing on endpapers, binding
cracked at next to last page. $10.00

  

1
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11 Einflussreiche Engländer

Pückler, Carl-Erdmann. Berlin, Frundsberg-Verlag, 1938.
This hardcover of 160 pages has brief bios of the 14 leading
English Politicians, including Churchill, as seen in pre war
Germany. Not in Zoller Book is very clean with even page
edges, no names or inscriptions. Original dustwrapper is
unclipped, tanned on spine, with some wear at spine ends.
$24.00

  

12 Mr. Churchill and the Church

Cole, Lloyd. Worthing, the author,  (1940), 3rd edition..
This scarce pamphlet was published in 1940. It analyses
various statements made by Churchill in light of religious
teachings. There were at least three editions, each of different
appearance. This is the third edition, 5.5 x 8.5 ins, 32 pp,
buff wraps with small portrait of Churchill with hat.  Faint
vertical crease, rubbed at lower corner of front wrap. $120.00

  

13 Winston Churchill at the Admiralty
1911-1915

Dawson, R. MacGregor. Toronto, Univ. of Toronto Press,
1940. This 6 x 9 inch pamphlet of 36 pages publishes this
article which originally appeared in The Canadian Journal of
Economics and Political Science.  blue card covers. A useful
scholarly study, unfortunately it is very scarce. Card covers
soiled and edge worn, contents clean.  $200.00

  

14 Mr. Churchill and the Opinion of America

de Staël-Holstein, Baron L.. Stockholm, Neutral Institute,
1940. This is a scarce variant title of an already scarce book.
Most copies are titled "Mr. Churchill in Neutral Opinion and
American", but this one is different on both the cover and the
title page, but there is no indication which is the second
printing. This copy has unopened pages, a loose binding and
rubbing on the spine. How many of these have you seen?
$100.00

  

15 Politische Gewalten in England: Das
Kabinett Churchill

Schmidt, Wolfgang. Bonn, Scheur, 1940. . A 44 page
pamphlet in card covers. Anti UK propaganda of course, on
the coalition war cabinet.  Some minor wear, tanning along
the spine area. A scarce title $45.00

  

16 Winston Churchill 2 vol biography in
German

Broad, Lewis. Zürich, Europa, 1943-46. Here is Broad's
well known biography translated into German and published
in Switzerland. Vol. II covers 1939-45. Bound in linen cloth
with colourful dustwrappers. A clean tight unworn set in
dustwrappers  with some edge wear and small chips. It is
unusual to find a red dustwrapper with such a bright unfaded
spine. $35.00

  

17 Winston Churchill by Sencourt PROOF
COPY

Sencourt, Robert. London, Faber & Faber, 1940. Here is a
real wartime proof copy. In plain yellow wraps marked
PROOF COPY, does have index. Edges thumbed, covers
worn and front one detached  $25.00

  

18 Winston Churchill

Treffz, hermann. Fellbach-Stuttgart, Baltrusch, 1940. This 64
page pamphlet is highly anti-Churchill. Colorful pictorial soft
covers show Churchill and bombers over London. The thin
paper covers are edge worn and detached at the staple.
Contents browned. Scarce wartime title. $60.00

  

19 Winston Churchill and Harrow

Chaplin, E.D.W.. Harrow School, 1941. A very important
book, with extensive details on Churchill’s days as a Harrow
schoolboy. Includes photos of masters and classmates,
Churchill’s letters to the school paper, etc. This is the deluxe
edition bound in real cloth with elaborate gold stamping on
spine. This copy is bound in the limited advance issue of
smooth blue cloth with elaborate gilt decorations, which is far
superior to the normal paper binding. This copy crisp and very
bright, some minor condensation marks on covers, frontis
plate is loose. Very scarce. $85.00

  

20 Young Winston Churchill

Davis, Richard Harding. New York, Scribners, 1941. This
slim volume of 41 pages publishes the chapter on Churchill
from Davis’s 1906 book Real Soldiers of Fortune. Davis was
one of the first to recognise Churchill’s talents and outlook,
so this is an important but unfortunately scarce book. Fine
tight copy in bright blue dustwrapper, price clipped. This is a
review copy with review slip laid in. $75.00
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21 Churchill Zivot Bojovnika

Hronek, Jiri. London, Nákladem Cechoslováka, 1941. Text
in Czech. A scarce title issued for the czech exile community.
64 pages, card covers. Some stains along lower edges. Signed
by author. $75.00

  

22 Shirer's copy of The Men Around
Churchill

Kraus, René. Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1941. Not strictly
about Churchill, this book is a series of essays on the men
Churchill worked with- Eden, the Labour leaders, generals,
and the King. Attractive binding in bright red with gilt titles
on a blue panel. 339 pages. Blue and gold dj. Tight unworn
copy in bright gold dj, wear at creases and spine ends.
William L.  Shirer's copy, with his stamp on endpaper.
$25.00

  

23 I was Winston Churchill’s Private Secretary

Moir, Phyllis. NY, Wilfred Funk, 1941. The first of the
personal recollections by members of staff, and an interesting
first hand account of Churchill’s working habits. Always in
demand, now hard to find. 219 pages, bound in bright red, dj
is orange with blue titles. Book is used with browned paper
and a red pencil mark on page 18. Dustwrapper is shabby
with a large piece gone from front cover taking the S from
WAS. Inscribed by the author on free endpaper, also has an
owner name in ink. $30.00

  

24 Winston Churchill

Torriente, Cosme de la. Havana Cuba, A Miniz y Hno,
1941. 20 page pamphlet in card covers printed red and black.
Very scarce title from Cuba. Staple rusty, covers foxed.
Includes export certificate from Cuba. $50.00

  

25 Armed Forces in Iceland 16 August 1941

anon.. Reykjavik, 1941.. This 36 page pamphlet consists of
an introductory page, and then captioned pages of Churchill’s
visit to Iceland in 1941 on the way home from his meeting
with FDR. Many pictures of US and Commonwealth Forces
being reviewed, that are not to be seen elsewhere. The only
book on this visit, but unfortunately very scarce. Clean crisp
copy, not worn, no inscriptions, no foxing. $120.00

  

26 These Four Men

anon.. New York, Nat’l. Broadcasting Co., 1941. This 70
page pamphlet publishes a series of 4 radio plays about the
four main leaders in 1941- WSC, FDR, Stalin, Hitler. 7 x 10
inches in grey card covers. Not in Zoller. Clean VG copy,
small splash mark on front cover. $15.00

  

27 Was Wollte Churchill auf dem Balkan

anon. . Berlin, 1941. Scarce Nazi propaganda book asking
what Churchill wanted in the Balkans. 8 x 10 inches, 25
pages, card covers, detailed map on coated paper in centre.
Text in German. Some foxing on card covers, contents clean.
$120.00

  

28 The Second Front and Mr. Churchill

Gallacher, William. London, Communist Party of GB,
1942. This small 8 page pamphlet publishes a speech by
Communist M.P. Gallacher in the House on July 1st, 1942.
very scarce.  This copy has some foxing and the lower corner
is creased.  $80.00

  

29 An Open Letter to Winston Churchill

Kyles, Rev. David. London, Stirling Tract Enterprise, nd
(1942). 24 page religious pamphlet with blue and red card
covers. Scarce. Not to be confused with the Chicago waiter
pamphlet. Fine bright copy. First I have offered. $75.00

  

30 The Prime Minister, Winston S. Churchill,
as Seen by his Enemies and Friends.

Paneth, Philip. London, Alliance Press, 1943. An elusive
wartime title, printed on thin paper. 124 pages, 5.5 x 8.5
inches, illustrated with cartoons from around the world.
hardbound in black cloth. Analyzes opposing views of
Churchill, including those of the Nazi propaganda machine.
Worth reading as much of this not found elsewhere. Here is
an exceptional collector condition copy. Book is clean and
tight, a few edge spots, no markings. The thin fragile
dustwrapper is unclipped, has bright unfaded red letters on the
spine, minor wear at spine ends.  $75.00
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31 Spain The Moral Touchstone of Europe

Duff, Charles. London, Gollancz, nd (1944). A truly rare
pamphlet work of 20 pages, in yellow wraps printed magenta
and black in the style of Gollancz dustwrappers. Highly
critical of Churchill’s speech in the House on 24th May,
1944. This copy has some soiling on the paper covers and a
small splash mark on the front cover. $100.00

  

32 Men of Destiny: Christian Messages from
Modern Leaders

Dick, Rev. James N. . Scottish Colpergate Society,
Edinburgh, nd (1945). 40 page pamphlet in card covers.
Chapters on Churchill, Smuts, Roosevelt, and oither
Christian leaders such as Stalin and Gandhi. Clean tight
unworn copy.  $15.00

  

33 De Zegetocht van Churchill

anon. . Haarlem, Holland, Boom-Ruygrok, (1946). This 32
page pamphlet in wraps tells the story of Churchill’s visit to
The Netherlands in 1946. Profusely illustrated, text in Dutch.
Scarce title not mentioned in any bibliography. Clean bright
unworn example,  a real treat as this is very fragile. $60.00

  

34 Winston Churchill

anon. Woking, British Workers’ Information Bureau, 1949.
A 4 page pamphlet which points out how Churchill is
respected everywhere but in Britain with its Socialist
government. The second printing eliminates the line LIFE
UNDER SOCIALISM across the top. Fine bright copy, very
scarce $200.00

  

35 Catalogue of the Published Works of the
Rt. Hon. Winston S. Churchill

anon. . London, Conservative Central Office, 1950. A small
8 page pamphlet with card covers in pale blue and black. A
basic list with prices of books in print.  crisp clean unworn
copy. Truly rare, first I have ever offered. $75.00

  

36 Winston Churchill by Lockhart, PROOF

Lockhart, J.G. . London, Duckworth, 1951. Bound in plain
brown paper wraps. Printed on cheap acidic paper. Some
corners dog-eared, paper well browned. $30.00

  

37 Københavens Universitets Promotionsfest

anon. Copenhagen, Universitets  Rector, 1951. This is the
official report of Churchill’s visit to Denmark in April 1950
where he received an honorary degree and a tumultuous
welcome from the residents.. Much is in Danish, but the text
of Churchill’s speech is in English. 7 x 10 ins, grey card
covers, 30 pp, photos. An important book, but scarce.
Woods Db83/1.  Fine clean copy with compliments slip
from the University rector. $100.00

  

38 Winston Churchill: The Era and the Man
PROOF COPY

Cowles, Virginia. London, Hamish Hamilton, 1953. Bound
in plain unmarked brown card covers, has index and photos.
VG name on first page, spine cocked. This could be the
ugliest book in your collection. $20.00

  

39 Sir Winston Churchill A Self Portrait,
PROOF COPY

Coote, Colin R.. London, Eyre & Spotiswoode, 1954. This
is a PROOF copy bound in plain brown wraps, black title on
front reads just SIR WINSTON CHURCHILL. Blank
leaves in place of index, no frontis. Near fine copy.  $35.00

  

40 WSCServant of Crown and
Commonwealth PROOF

Marchant, Sir James (editor). London, Cassell, 1954. Here is
a proof copy, in plain brown wraps titled simply WINSTON
SPENCER CHURCHILL, with no author or subtitle, just
Cassell & Co. Lacks the epilogue by Eden. VG, only slight
wear Here is a proof copy, in plain brown wraps titled simply
WINSTON SPENCER CHURCHILL, with no author or
subtitle, just Cassell & Co. Lacks the epilogue by Eden. VG,
only slight wear. Publication date and FILE COPY written
on cover $20.00

  

4
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41 Tú También, Mr. Churchill, Estabas
Allí...Entre Los Criminales

Kleist, Peter. Barcelona, AHR, 1954. Text in Spanish
apparently translated from German. Kleist is noted as the
personal ambassador of van Ribbentrop. 469 pages, photos,
maps. Not in Zoller. Brick red cloth is rubbed, gilt dull,
paper browned. No dj. $50.00

  

42 Churchill: The Statesman & the Writer
(inscribed)

Paço d’Arcos, Joaquim. London, Caravel Press, 1957.
Translated from the Portuguese, A very scarce book on
Churchill. pink card covers, 44 pages. Clean tight copy.
Inscribed on the first page to the Dutch Ambassador, Armant
de Waal ,and dated 1976. Also staple in is a card with
autography message to the Ambassador thanking him for a
dinner and sending the book, text of this in English. $150.00

  

43 Canada’s Tribute to Sir Winston Churchill

anon. . Toronto, Canadian Club of Toronto, 1954. produced
by The Canadian Club of Toronto for a banquet for
Churchill's 80th Birthday, at which Churchill was presented
in absentia, with an original oil of the St. Lawrence River.
His thanks are published herein. 24 pp, card wraps. Very
scarce.                                                      The limp paper
covers overhang the text block, and were issued with rough
untrimmed edges, so are rough as usual. Contents clean.
$90.00

  

44 The Wit of Winston Churchill BOOK
PROOF

Willans, Geoffrey & Charles Roetter. Max Parrish, London,
1964. Here is a proof copy in blue card wraps with the
dustwrapper over. Thinner paper than published book. It
includes the cartoon endpapers VG copy, some stains on the
rear cover of the dj. $20.00

  

45 Churchill His Life in Photographs (signed)

Randolph Churchill & Helmut Gernsheim. London,
Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1955, 1st edition. A large 8.5 x 11
inch book full of photos, pages unnumbered, but 388 photos,
index, detailed captions by Randolph. One of top 5 photo
books in ICS top 30.  Book has foxing, gilt dull,
dustwrapper unclipped, but tanned on white area of spine.
Inscribed on endpaper "Cecil (Crocker) from randolph Stour 5
Feb 59." It also has the stamp of Randolph's company-
Country Bumpkins Ltd. $75.00

  

46 The Young Winston Churchill

Marsh, John. London, Evans Brothers, 1955.  This proof
copy bound in plain dark brown card covers, stamped
UNCORRECTED and title written by hand. Seriously ugly,
but equally scarce, shows some edgewear. $35.00

  

47 Winston Churchill

Pegler, Dilys. Bad Dürkheim, Beacon, nd (1955). This 64
page work is a brief biography of Churchill intended for
German students learning English, and includes several pages
of notes and translations at the rear to assist with difficult
words, 4.75 x 6.75 inches, blue paper covers. Fine unmarked
copy. $75.00

  

48 The Wisdom of Winston Churchill

Czarnomski, F.B. . George Allen & Unwin, London, 1956.
Without doubt the best collection of Churchill quotes and
quips. Especially useful as the quotes are arranged by topic,
and give sources. 427 pages. Long out of print, demand far
exceeds supply. Woods Da20.  Here is an unusual
promotional copy with a special dustwrapper promoting
Canada Wire and Cable Ltd. This look nothing like the
normal jacket. Some sort of label or coupon has been clipped
out of the front cover. $40.00

  

49 Winston Churchill on Jewish Problems, A
Half Century Survey.

Rabinowicz, Oskar K.. Lincolns- Prager, London, 1956, 1st.
A painstaking research by the author of fifty years worth of
records has resulted in this study of Churchill’s actions and
attitudes towards the Jewish cause and Zionism. The author’s
conclusion is “...he ranks among the greatest friends the
Jewish people has possessed...”. 231 pages, index, extensive
notes, bound in blue cloth. This copy has an unusual variant
dj printed red on yellow. Fine crisp book with clean covers
and bright gilt. Dustwrapper is bright, unclipped, some wear
at spine ends. $100.00

  

50 What I said about the press  (signed)

Churchill, randolph S.. London, Weidenfeld & Nicholson,
1957. Bound in yellow & grey decorated hardcovers. Includes
details on his successful libel action against The People.
Covers clean and bright on this copy, a crack at bottom of rear
joint. Inscribed on the endpaper "Julian from Randolph 15
March 57". This was Julian Sandys' copy. $25.00
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51 A Very Great Soul

Norris, A.G.S.. International Publishing Co., Edinburgh,
1957. A biographical character study of Churchill based on 15
years of research. Includes a detailed astrology chart and a
thing called Test of Tabulated Scientific Data. Fascinating!
This book is always in demand by Churchill students.  Book
is clean tight unworn, some spots on top edges. Dustwrapper
is unclipped, unfaded, a few chips from spine ends. Signed by
author on free endpaper. $50.00

  

52 Churchill, Statesman of the Century

Smith, H.M. et al. unknown, printed in Toronto. This 32
page pamphlet is bound in white card covers. It was prepared
by a committee of 8 school teachers in Canada. It is from
somewhere in the 1950's and is very scarce, not appearing in
any bibliography. Clean tight copy. $30.00

  

53 Winston Churchill Blut, Schweiss und
Tränen!

Wartenweiler, Fritz. Olten, Hauenstein, 1957. A brief bio of
106 pages published in Switzerland, bound in card covers
with nice drawing of Churchill on cover.Text in German. Not
in Zoller.  Clean unworn copy. $70.00

  

54 Winston Churchill's Anti-Depression
Proposal

Churchill, Winston S.. Public Revenue Education Council,
St. Louis, 1958. An interesting and obscure title which
purports to use Churchill's writings and speeches to support
taxation methods that will counter Marxism and Socialism..
Includes 62 illustrations and atomic-age analogy. Book is
clean, tight, no names or inscriptions. Dustwrapper is
unclipped, some tanning and small chips at head of spine.
$36.00

  

55 Bibliography of the Works of Sir Winston
S. Churchill

Farmer, Bernard J.. London, private, 1958. The first
bibliography, extremely scarce as it was mimeographed and so
only a few hundred copies were produced. 62 pages single
sided printing, plus addenda at rear. A clean tight copy of the
original issue with just 3 pages of addenda. $80.00

  

56 My Years with Churchill  PROOF

McGowan, Norman. London, Souvenir Press, 1958. Bound
in pale blue card covers. printed black on front cover. Note
indicates that bound copies will have 50 photos.  Binding
firm, some soiling on covers. $30.00

  

57 The Later Churchills

Rowse, A.L.. London, Macmillan, 1958. The second
volume of Rowse's story of the Churchill family, and this is
the one with our Winston.  Proof copy in orange patterned
wraps, printed black, lacks index. VG front cover partially
split off. $25.00

  

58 Winston Churchill the Painter

Frankfurter, Alfred M. (ed). Hallmark Cards, Kansas City,
1958. Subtitled: Catalogue of an Exhibition of Paintings of
the Rt. Hon. Winston S. Churchill. 7 x 10 ins, 48 pages,
includes 35 plates of Churchill paintings, many in colour.
The US edition was produced in both plain white card covers
and a hardbound version in white cloth with an illustrated dj.
The US edition has a foreword by Eisenhower.  Fine unused
copy with dustwrapper. Still in the envelope from Hallmark
addressed to Wybrow. $45.00

  

59 The War That Churchill Waged

Broad, Lewis. Hutchinson, London, 1960. By the most
prolific of Churchill biographers at the time, this volume
concentrates on Churchill and his direction of the war. There
is special emphasis on the split between Churchill and
Roosevelt over Stalin and Russia. Clearly pro-Churchill. 472
pp, index, notes. Not a scarce title, but difficult to find in a
nice jacket like this copy. Book is tight with deep red top
page edges, no names or inscriptions, very even edges, seems
unused. Dustwrapper is unclipped, has rich unfaded spine,
some minor wear at spine ends. $27.00

  

60 A Bibliography of Writings

anon.. self published, 1960. This obscure document consists
of 7 typed pages presented ina professionally printed portfolio.
The author is not identified but it must be a neighbour of
Churchill, as the address is given as 24 Hyde Park Gate
SW7, about 3 houses away. You will not find any titles that
Cohen missed, but this is an important item in the history of
Churchill bibliographic research.               $25.00
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61 Churchill: Saviour or Wrecker?

Webb, John E.. printed by Prior Press, NSW, Australia,
1962.. This 88 page book is bound in bright red and yellow
card covers. The author is a man with strong opinions. This
is a very scarce title Clean unused copy, faint crease in front
cover. $100.00

  

62 The Yankee Marlborough

Thompson, R.W.. George Allen and Unwin, London, 1963.
Uncorrected proof bound in tan card covers. Includes
bibliography, lacks index. Stapled inside the front cover is a
proof of the text that was eventially used on the front flap of
the dustwrapper.  Clean tight copy, seems unused. $48.00

  

63 Mr. Churchill in 1940

Berlin, Isaiah. John Murray, London, nd (1964). An excellent
essay originally written in 1949 as a review of vol I of The
Second World War. This special binding has yellow green
cloth spine over patterned paper covered boards. It came with
an acetate dj, printed black on the flap,and sold at 21s
compared to the standard book at 7/6. Fine copy, dj flap has
black text, tear on front panel of acetate. $60.00

  

64 From Omdurman to VE Day

Gollin, A.M. . London, Blond Educational, 1964. The Life
span of Sir Winston Churchill, a textbook style production
with questions for discussion and sources for further reading.
55 pages, red card covers. Truly scarce. Crisp bright copy,
some darkening near spine and minor war on rear cover. Truly
scarce. $90.00

  

65 From Omdurman to VE Day (inscribed
copy)

Gollin, A.M. . London, Blond Educational, 1964. The Life
span of Sir Winston Churchill, a textbook style production
with questions for discussion and sources for further reading.
55 pages, red card covers. Truly scarce. Clean unworn copy.
Inscribed by the author to Sir Evelyn Wrench on the first
page. $140.00

  

66 Winston Churchill as I Knew Him

Bonham-Carter, Violet. Eyre & Spottiswoode and Collins,
London, 1965, 1st edition. . The author is a daughter of
H.H. Asquith and was a close friend of Churchill going way
back. These memoirs are essential and fortunately inexpensive.
496 pages, index, photos. This title is not scarce but a
dustwrapper in this condition. The orange panel on the spine
is completely unfaded, no cracks, no losses, just some minor
wear at spine ends. $30.00

  

67 Winston Churchill as I Knew Him,
PROOF

Bonham-Carter, Violet. Eyre & Spottiswoode and Collins,
London, 1965. Bound in patterned red card covers, paper
label on front cover. NO index, photos, or prelims. Starts
with Chapter 1.  Paper browned, spine cocked.  $25.00

  

68 Churchill-Gedenkfeier

Ernst, Alfred. Basel, Helbing & Lichtenhahn, 1965. This 24
page pamphlet in card covers publishes this address given at
Basel University, the 53rd n the series. Text in German. clean
tight copy, inscribed by Ernst on the title page. $80.00

  

69 Simply Churchill PROOF

Howells, Roy. Robert Hale, London, 1965. Here is a proof
copy, bound in plain green card covers, black titles, index is
blank pages. Cheap old paper now well browned. Some wear
and soiling.  $35.00

  

70 The Capture and Escape of Winston
Churchill during the South African War

Graham, Alexander J.P. . Salisbury, Rhodesia, 1965. This
claims to be the definitive account of Churchill’s capture, and
has some very interesting photos. 16 pages, 8 x 10 inches,
grey card covers. very useful, but a truly rare item. Crisp
unworn copy, some browning on cover. Inscribed by author
on front cover. $300.00
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71 Glimpses of Winston Churchill 

Laughlin, Henry A. . Massachusetts Historical Society,
1965. This 16 page pamphlet bound in card covers reprints an
article which originally appeared in Volume 77 of this journal.
Very scarce, neither the original article, nor this pamphlet, are
in Zoller. Some tanning on the covers and a crease in top
corner.  $80.00

  

72 A Tribute to Sir Winston Churchill

Reade, John Collingwood. Toronto, Radio Station CFRB,
1965. A broadcast written by the late John Collingwood
Reade, narrated by Jack Dennett and presented by radio Station
CFRB, Toronto, January 24, 1965. Zoller is unclear on this,
having never seen one. This is very different from Z49. It is a
total of 14 pages, printed single sided on heavy letter size
paper, stapled in one corner. It appears it was written well in
advance of Churchill's death whilst Reade was still alive, and
then saved for the fateful day when it would be needed. A
truly scarce item.  VG copy, a single ink doodle on front
cover. $100.00

  

73 The Wit of Sir Winston, Review Copy

Sykes, Adam & Iain Sproat. London, Leslie Frewin, 1965.
An enjoyable 96 pages of anecdotes and photos. Book is
clean, unworn, dustwrapper unclipped. laid in, publisher's
review slip. $35.00

  

74 In Memoriam: Sir Winston Churchill

members of the UN. New York, United Nations, 1965.
Publishes tributes at the UN from diplomats and world
leaders. 96 pp, 9 x 11 in, laminated boards, portrait on front.
Apparently only sold by the UN directly, so it is now quite
scarce. Covers worn on edges and at spine ends, contents fine.
$150.00

  

75 In Memoriam: Sir Winston Churchill

members of the UN. New York, United Nations, 1965.
Publishes tributes at the UN from diplomats and world
leaders. 96 pp, 9 x 11 in, laminated boards, portrait on front.
Apparently only sold by the UN directly, so it is now quite
scarce. Very fine copy, still preserved in its original glassine
wrapper. $250.00

  

76 Le Secret de Winston Churchill

anon. Anjou, Quebec, les Publications Eclair Ltee., nd, c.
1965. This small pamphlet of 44 pages in paper covers was
published in Canada apparently shortly after the death of
Churchill. text in French,  illustrated with photos, printed on
newsprint. Scarce title not in any bibliography. Do not
confuse with similar book that does not have Winston in its
title. VG copy, 2 surface scars on front cover. $35.00

  

77 The Irrepressible Churchill

Halle, Kay. World Publishing, New York, 1966. A superb
collection of quotes, especially humorous ones. All with a
few words on the context and sources, although many are
listed as “ear-witness”.  372 pages, index. The American
edition is much larger at  7 x 10 inches, so is preferred. This
copy has a long inscription from the author on the half title
page. Book is clean and tight, no spots on edges.
Dustwrapper is unclipped, spine bright, minor wear at spine
ends. $60.00

  

78 Winston Leonard Spencer Churchill
1874-1965

Jones, R.V. . London, The Royal Society, nd (1966). A 72
page pamphlet in grey wraps consisting of the relevant pages
from Volume 12 of Biographical memoirs of Fellows of the
Royal Society  with pagination unaltered ( they read 35-105).
Very scarce.  VG copy, some creasing to lower corner of front
cover. $120.00

  

79 Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of the
Royal Society Volume 12

Jones, R.V. et al. London, The Royal Society, 1966. Large
hardcover of 564 pages from which the pamphlet Z306 was
extracted. The Biography of Churchill by Jones is on pages
35-106.  Crisp ex-reference library copy in unclipped
dustjacket with some tanning on spine. $35.00

  

80 Winston Churchill The Struggle for
Survival PROOF

Moran, Lord. Constable, London, 1966. a PROOF copy of
this book, bound in blue paper covers with white label, no
photos or index. VG a few creases.   $25.00
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81 Sir Winston Churchill and the
Commonwealth of Nations

Miller, J.D.B.. Australia, Univ. of Queensland Press, 1967.
This pamphlet in striking red white blue card covers
publishes the 1966 John Murtagh Macrossan Lecture. 28 pp.
Very scarce title. Crisp unused copy. $75.00

  

82 Churchill and the Montgomery Myth

Thompson, R.W.. M. Evans, New York, 1967. The author’s
theme is that in 1942 Churchill needed a PR victory, and
Montgomery was just the kind of eccentric character to
provide the needed “hero”. Like most of this author’s books,
the terms critical or revisionist may be applicable. Clean tight
copy with deep red page tops. Dustwrapper is unclipped, red
strip on spine is sunned. Laid in is a review slip from the
publisher. $30.00

  

83 Churchill as Historian (signed)

Ashley, Maurice. Secker & Warburg, London, 1968. A first
hand account of how Churchill “wrote” history by his literary
assistant from back in the 30’s when they did Marlborough. A
must for anyone interested in Churchill as a writer. A nice
production, 246 pages, index, with colour endpapers that
show markups of galley proofs on HESP. Clean tight copy,
some spots on top page edges. Dustwrapper is unclipped,
bright, no losses. Signed by author on title page. $60.00

  

84  Review copy of Churchill as Historian

Ashley, Maurice. Scribners, New York, 1968. A first  hand
account of how Churchill “wrote” history by his literary
assistant from back in the 30’s when they did Marlborough. A
must for anyone interested in Churchill as a writer. A nice
production, 246 pages, index, with colour endpapers that
show markups of galley proofs on HESP. Only difference
from the English version is the orange and black dj. Very fine
copy in extra bright unclipped, no wear dustwrapper. This is a
review copy with review slip and promotional leaflet. $60.00

  

85 Action This Day, UNCORRECTED
PROOF

Wheeler-Bennett, Sir John (editor). Macmillan, London,
1968. Bound in dusty pink card covers, printed black on cover
and spine. Also has a stamp on front with date and price
filled in.  A very fresh crisp copy with slight toning to spine.
$40.00

  

86 Churchill in His Time, PROOF COPY

Gardner, Brian. Methuen, London, 1968. Bound in grey card
covers, printed black on spine and cover with publication date
and price. Includes photos and source notes, lacks index.
Clean undamaged copy, name on front cover. $35.00

  

87 Lord Randolph Churchill By Rhodes James
PROOF

Rhodes James, Robert. London, Weidenfeld & Nicolson,
1959. This is a proof copy in plain brown wraps, titles in
black, lacks index. Soiled and worn, spine slanted.  $24.00

  

88 The Assassination of Winston Churchill,
Proof

Thompson, Carlos. Colin Smythe, Gerrards Cross, 1969.
This appears to be a proof copy. Bound in white card covers
printed in black caps as the dj. Has several crudely copied
pages of press info at rear, no photos. Crisp and unworn,
slight toning of spine and part of covers.  $20.00

  

89 An  Old and a Young Leader: Winston
Churchill & John Kennedy

Bloncourt, Pauline. London, Faber & Faber, 1970. Part of
the World Outlook 1900-1965 Study Series. Published only
in paperback, 1970. 167 pages, index. Here is a book
comparing two of the most popular leaders of the century, and
it’s a scarce title, resulting in high prices.  This copy crisp
with an uncracked spine, so never read. Some rubbing on
covers. $90.00

  

90 Churchill A Study in Failure (Review Copy)

Rhodes James, Robert . Weidenfeld & Nicolson, London,
1970. A scholarly analysis of Churchill in the 20's and 30's.
Critical, but accurate. 372 pages, index, footnotes through
text. Highly recommended, important title. Crisp unused
copy, nice even blue shade on top page edges, no names or
markings. Dustwrapper is unclipped, no tears or losses. Laid
in: publisher's review slip $48.00
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91 Churchill A Study in Failure (signed)

James, Robert Rhodes. Weidenfeld & Nicolson, London,
1970. A scholarly analysis of Churchill in the 20's and 30's.
Critical, but accurate. 372 pages, index, footnotes through
text. Highly recommended, important title. Clean tight copy
in unclipped dustwrapper, signed and dated by the author on
the free endpaper. $75.00

  

92 British Gazette miniature reprint

. publisher unknown. This 8.5 x 11 inch pamphlet style
publication reprints the complete set of all 8 issues of THE
BRITISH GAZETTE at a much reduced size. There is no
indication of who did this or when. These used to sell for big
prices in NH. Clean unworn copy. $40.00

  

93 Winston Churchill’s Toyshop

Macrae, R. Stuart. Warwickshire, Roundwood Press, 1971.
The story of M.D. 1 , the secret scientific development lab
created by Churchill during the war to by pass the
inefficiencies of the normal forces development systems.
Written by the 2IC, lots of tales of “back room” work and
Churchill and The Prof. 228 pages, index, photos. Blurb
from dj flap:  TThe author, a colonel who helped start
M.D.1. and was its Second-in-Command throughout its life,
tells the story of the 'toys' that destroyed innumerable German
tanks, aircraft and ships. Book is crisp, gilt bright, edges
clean, dustwrapper unclipped, no tears or losses. Signed by
the author on title page.  $50.00

  

94 The Medallic Portraits of  Sir Winston
Churchill (signed)

Engstrom, J. Eric. Spink & Son, London, 1972. The
Standard reference on Churchill coins and medals. Detailed
descriptions including weights, quantities, and photos of each
medal.  This copy inscribed by the author on the half title
page. Clean tight copy in unclipped dustwrapper. Bookplate
of the inscribee on the pastedown. $30.00

  

95 A Churchill Family Album ( Wybrow's
inscribed copy)

Soames, Mary. Allen Lane, London, 1982. A superb photo
book by Churchill’s daughter. With her obvious insider
connections, she has uncovered a collection of photos from
sources other than the usual picture libraries. 429 photos each
with detailed caption, and list of sources at the end. A
must-have book. Clean 1st edition in unclipped dustwrapper,
inscribed by the author for Michael Wybrow, the greatest
Churchill collector of them all.  $60.00

  

96 Winston Churchill

Albjerg, Victor L.. New York, Twayne Publishers, 1973.
This is no. 22 in Twayne’s Rulers of the World (ROTW)
series. 260 pages, lots of notes, bibliography, index. Intended
for libraries when new, now a very scarce title. This copy
mildly ex-library with stamp on bottom pag edges, a number
on inside margin  of title page and some label traces on
endpapers. Dustwrapper is unclipped and unworn, white label
on spine. best copy I have had. $75.00

  

97 Churchill as Warlord (signed)

Lewin, Ronald. Batsford, London, 1973. A respected
analysis of Churchill as military commander by a successful
military biographer. Based on both published sources and
personal interviews, the  author details both the failures and
successes, and ties this into a character analysis of Churchill.
283 pages, index, bibliography, photos.  This copy clean,
tight, in unclipped dustwrapper. Inscribed by the author on
the half title page. $.00

  

98 Churchill as Warlord PROOF

Lewin, Ronald. Batsford, London, 1973.
UNCORRECTED PROOFS in blue card covers with dj
photo in black. No index or photos, Fine copy.  $40.00

  

99 Through Winds and Tides

Thornton-Kemsley, Colin. Scotland, Standard Press, 1974.
Memoirs of  MP who was WSC associate from 1924 to
1950's. 302 pages, quality paper, 1932 caricature of Churchill
on dj cover. Clean tight copy in unclipped dustwrapper, a few
nicks at spine ends. Signed on endpaper: Inscribed for Kir
Sobin with best wishes from The Author. $48.00

  

100 Winston Churchill

Longford, Elizabeth. Sidgwick & Jackson, London, 1974.
Excellent photo-biography, 8.5 x 11 inches, 224 pages, index.
Commissioned and authorized by the Winston Churchill
Foundation.  This first edition has the prepublication price on
the unclipped dustwrapper. Book is crisp and unworn.
Dustwrapper in clean and bright, slight wear at spine ends.
Signed by author on a bookplate on the half title page. Laid
in: original dated receipt 1974 for £4.95 $35.00
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101 The Great man, A Portrait of Winston
Churchill (Review Copy)

Payne, Robert. Coward, McCann, & Geoghegan, New York,
1974. A substantial one volume biography of 416 pages,
definitely critical. Index, notes, chronology, family tree
endpapers, photos, attractive red and black on white dj. Book
is clean, tight, no names. Dustwrapper is unclipped, red
letters on spine sunned. Laid in is 2 page press release type
blurb from publisher. $24.00

  

102 Winston Churchill by Pelling,
UNCORRECTED PROOF

Pelling, Henry. Macmillan, London, 1974. Bound in pale
green card covers, printed in black. Labeled
UNCORRECTED PROOF COPY, NOT FOR SALE.
Includes notes and bibliography, but no index. Illustrations
are present but contents list them as between pages 000 and
000. Paper is thinner and whiter than that used in final
product.  Browned on spine, name on first page, minor wear.
$30.00

  

103 Churchill in America PROOF

Pilpel, Robert. New York, HBJ, 1976. Bound in dark red
card covers, no external markings. Index and photos are here.
VG copy, some wrinkle on spine. $25.00

  

104 Churchill and Palestine

Cohen, Gavriel. Jerusalem, Yad Izhak ben-Zvi, 1976. Text
and cover read in English in one direction, the other cover and
direction are in Hebrew. The English text is 98 pages. This
is a truly rare title on a high interest subject. This copy
ex-library but little used. the book has no external markings,
just some internal stamps, etc. The dustwrapper is unclipped,
unworn, trace of old label on white background. $150.00

  

105 Footprints in Time (signed)

Colville, John. London, Collins, 1976. These are Jock
Colville’s memoirs, and include much about the war years
when he was Churchill’s private secretary. 287 pages, index, 4
photos.  Book is clean and tight, dustwrapper unclipped but
sunned along spine. Signed by the author on the free endpaper
"Inscribed with all good wishes by John Colville January
1980".  $45.00

  

106 Churchill and the Admirals PROOF

Roskill, Stephen W. . Collins, London, 1977. Bound in dark
red card covers, printed black on front cover only. No index or
illustrations.  Clean tight copy, red spine not faded, which is
amazing.  $40.00

  

107 WC by Finlayson, PROOF

Finlayson, Iain. London, Hamish Hamilton, 1980. Bound
in light green card covers, this rough proof produced  by
Saildean Bookproofs, appears to be photocopy with very poor
pictures. VG copy. $20.00

  

108 Biography in Japanese

unknown. publisher not known. This 208 page book is
bound in softcovers with a dustjacket. Text in Japanese, which
I am unable to read, so no further details known. Inscription
dated 1980.  $20.00

  

109 A Seat For Life (signed)

Patterson, Tony. David Winter & Son, Dundee, 1980. The
story of Churchill as Liberal M.P. for Dundee 1908-1922.
Published 1980 in Dundee. This was almost a private
publication so is very seldom seen. Bound in white cloth. A
well researched book with lots of photos and drawings. 292
pages, 8 x 10 ins.  Here is a tight copy with clean white
covers, page edges even and unspotted. has bookplate on
Pastedown and on the free endpaper a compliments slip
signed by the author to the name on the bookplate.
Dustwrapper is clipped with some wear at edges but no pieces
gone. $125.00

  

110 Churchill

Bailey, Eva. Hove E. Sussex, Wayland, 1981. A brief bio for
children, one of a series Wayland History makers. Bound in
laminated hardcover, 72 pages, index, photos.  Very hard to
find an undamaged copy such as this: no marks, no wear, still
has retail price sticker on back. $24.00
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111 Churchill’s Indian Summer, PROOF

Seldon, Anthony. Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1981. This
is a PROOF copy, bound in pale blue card covers, lacks index
and illustrations, has notes and appendices.  Smaller than the
final book, it appears to be reduced at 90%, but is printed,
not Xeroxed. Date page bound in at front.
Spine has title written by hand, binding firm, an old tape
repair along top edge of rear cover. An interesting proof of an
already scarce title. $70.00

  

112 Churchill 1874-1915, PROOF

Morgan, Ted. Jonathan Cape, London, 1983. Bound in dark
teal card covers, printed black on cover and spine. There is an
info page bound in at front, photos on glossy paper are here,
but no index.  VG copy, binding tight. $20.00

  

113 The Wilderness Years (signed)

Gilbert, Martin. New York, Houghton Mifflin, 1982. This
is the book that goes with the TV series of the same title.
The crucial story of the 1930’s, expertly told by Gilbert, with
a good selection of illustrations. 279 pages. Fine fresh copy,
signed by author on title page. From the library of a
California Churchill collector, whose name is on the
endpaper. $60.00

  

114 The Collected Poems of Sir Winston
Churchill

Herbert, F. John. MD, Sun & Moon Press, 1981. The blurb
says “a wonderfully sociocomic commentary of
Anglo-American relationships from Churchill’s time to the
present”. Seems like a load of crap to me. 56 pages, card
covers. a numbered edition of 350 copies. Not in Zoller as it
is not about Churchill.  Fine unused copy. $5.00

  

115 Statesmanship: Essays in Honor of Sir
Winston S. Churchill (Inscribed copy)

Jaffa, Harry V. (ed). Durham, Carolina Academic Press,
1981. A collection of 16 essays by historians organised by the
Winston S. Churchill Association. Contributors include
Wallin, Emmert, Gilbert, Jaffa. An extremely elusive title,
from the same low volume publisher who did By Ships
Alone.  279 pages.  VG+ copy in VG dustwrapper. Inscribed
on free endpaper to Margaret Fairlie MBE there are also 2
letters to Miss Fairlie from Jaffa and Carlton Appleby, backer
of the Churchill Assn, who funded Larry Arrn to assist
Gilbert in completing the Official Bio It seems Miss Fairlie
was at the Tehran Conference, and so on it goes. Lovely
Grub. $175.00

  

116 Churchill’s Secret Agent

Butler, Josephine. Blaketon-Hall, Ashburton, 1983. The
story of young lady who was one of Churchill’s Secret Circle.
This reads like a modern thriller with night parachute drops,
bluffing the Gestapo, hiding out, capture, etc.   This appears
to be a proof copy in card covers. Inscribed by trhe author to
Michael Wybrow and family 1990. Fine, slight wrinkle on
front cover. $30.00

  

117 The Devil and All

Rhadamanthus (Franscis Neilson). publisher not noted. This
rambling anti-Churchill story is by Francis Neilson, and does
not appear in Zoller, but was in the ICS list of books about
Churchill Clean hardcover. $20.00

  

118 The Last Lion 1874-1932 Uncorrected
Advance Proof

Manchester, William. Little, Brown, Boston, 1983.  Here is
a proof copy of the first edition marked "Uncorrected Advance
Proof" and lacking photos and index. The contents have 000
for page numbers.  In white card covers. Fine $50.00

  

119 The Last Lion: Winston Spencer Churchill
Alone 1932-1940 (signed)

Manchester, William. Little Brown, Boston, 1988, 1st
edition. The second volume carries the story through the
Wilderness Years up to Churchill’s time at the Admiralty.
The American edition used thinner paper than the English, so
is 15mm less thick, and does not match vol I in this respect.
756 pages. Book is clean, tight, unworn. Dustwrapper
unclipped, some edge wear. Inscribed on the title page and
dated 19 XI 88. Manchester's health deteriorated shortly after
this, so there are few signed copies of vol. II. $250.00

  

120 The Fringes of Power, Book Proof

Colville, John. Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1985. Here is
a proof copy in plain blue card covers with black titles, no
index, glossary. Has a info page bound in at front. VG a few
creases to covers.  $30.00
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121 Sell-out to Stalin: The Tragic Errors of
Churchill and Roosevelt (Inscribed)

Baciu, Nicholas. New York, Vantage Press, 1984. Originally
written in French, the subject is a popular one for analysis
after the fact. 300 pages. Book is clean and tight, small label
on pastedown. Dustwrapper unclipped, some wrinkles along
the edges. Inscribed by the author on the half title page.
$80.00

  

122 Churchill: Retreat from Empire

Callahan, Raymond A.. Scholarly Resources, Wilmington,
1984. The author's hypothesis is Churchill's  dedication to
the preservation of the British Empire. A serious well
researched book, many notes, fully indexed. Rarely seen, from
a small publisher.  This is a review copy, laid in is a typed
copy of a review by Brian Bond, a letter from the editor of the
RUSI Journal thanking hime for the review, and Bond's rough
notes, truly on the back of an envelope. $50.00

  

123 Biography in Chinese

unknown. publisher not known. This 208 page softcover is
bound in light green covers. The ISBN is 9577410871. I am
unable to read Chinese, so can provide no further details.
$20.00

  

124 Former Naval Person (Review copy)

Hough, Richard . Weidenfeld & Nicolson, London, 1985.
Subtitle Churchill and the Wars at Sea. Takes a different tack
than the other books looking at the Naval Churchill, in that
the author looks closely at how Roosevelt held a similar
cabinet position as Churchill in 1915 as Asst. Secretary of the
Navy, and how this common background helped them work
together later. 244 pages, index, source notes, photos. This
fine unworn copy includes the review slip from the publisher.
$30.00

  

125 Winston Churchill Enoch Powell & the
Nation (signed)

Pedraza, Howard. London, Cleveland Press, 1986. An
interesting book which compares the philosophies of
Churchill and Powell. The author argues that both had great
faith in the nationhood of Britain. Scarce title, effectively a
private publication. This copy feels lightly used but spine
uncreased. Signed by the author on the half title page. $48.00

  

126 I Was Churchill’s Bodyguard (inscribed)

Murray, Edmund. W.H. Allen, London, 1987. Ed Murray,
from Scotland Yard, was  Churchill’s bodyguard from
1950-1965. This is his story, including early tales of
adventure in the Foreign Legion. Plenty of interesting stories
and pictures. 302 pages blue cloth hardback.  Book is crisp
and unworn, some very faint spotting on page edges.
Dustwrapper unclipped, clean. Inscribed to a friend and dated
18 II 1987 on title page. $45.00

  

127 Winston Churchill as Historian

Blake, Robert. Austin, University of Texas, 1990. This 16
page pamphlet published as part of a faculty seminar on
British studies. This paper is well documented and bound in
decorated card covers. A scarce pamphlet. Clean tight copy,
small ding in lower edge. $40.00

  

128 The Big Three:, Uncorrected Proof

Edmonds, Robin. NY, Norton, 1991. Churchill, Stalin
Roosevelt. Bound in buff card covers printed black. There is
an info page bound in at front, but no index, no illustrations.
Page numbers in contents all 000. Print quality low, probably
a laser print.  Clean, tight copy.  $35.00

  

129 Churchill as War Leader: Right or Wrong?
(signed)

Lamb, Richard. London, Bloomsbury, 1991, 1st edition..
The author attempts to reassess some of the actions for which
Churchill is often criticised. See review in FH 74 and 76.
Book is 400 pages, source notes, index, some photos. Fine
unused copy in unclipped dustwrapper. Signed by author on
endpaper.  $35.00

  

130 From Churchill’s Secret Circle to the BBC
(signed by Ian Jacob)

Richardson, General Sir Charles. London, Brassey’s, 1991.
The biography of Lt. Gen. Sir Ian Jacob, which could easily
be titled A Lifetime of Service to Country, by a Man whose
family has done so for generations. 304 pages, index, photos.
This copy seem unused, but has some minor wet stains along
the bottom edges of pages. Signed by the late Ian Jacob on the
half title page.  $35.00
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131 Churchill Strategy and History

Ben-Moshe, Tuvia. Boulder, CO, Reinner, 1992. This book
is critical of Churchill and his strategy in war. The author is
an Israeli academic. 397 pages, notes, index. See review in
FH 76. Scarce.  Fine fresh unused copy. As issued without
dustwrapper. $75.00

  

132 Churchill The End of Glory (Uncorrected
Proof)

Charmley, John. Harcourt Brace, New York, 1993. This
revisionist work contends that Churchill should have sued for
peace in 1940, rather than consuming the life wealth of the
Empire. Prof. Charmley came into the “Lion’s Den” and
vigorously defended his case at the 1993 ICS Conference and
continued in FH. Read his book and judge for yourself. 742
pages, index, notes. Proof copy bound in light tan card covers.
Has notes, but no index or photos. $25.00

  

133  Inscribed copy of Aegean Adventures
1940-1943

Parish, Michael Woodbine. Sussex, Book Guid, 1993.
Subtitled “and the end of Churchill’s Dream.”  The author
was an army major in Crete in 1943, so speaks with first hand
authority. He postulates that Churchill’s plan was sound, but
sabotaged by the Americans. 400 pages, index, photos. See
review in FH 82.  Inscribed to Admiral Sir Michael Pollock,
the First Sea Lord, on the half title. Fine copy in unclipped
dustwrapper. $48.00

  

134 Churchill’s Deception (signed)

Kilzer, Louis C.. NY, Simon & Schuster, 1994. Subtitled:
The dark Secret that Destroyed Nazi Germany. Another
conspiracy book, this one intimating that Churchill
engineered Hitler’s attack on Russia. 335 pages, notes, index,
See highly critical review in FH 84. Fine copy in unclipped
dj, inscribed by author on blank page preceding title page.
$50.00

  

135 Eminent Churchillians (signed)

Roberts, Andrew. London, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1994.
The author publishes six of his essays on Churchill and
colleagues. 354 pages. Fine fresh unused copy in unclipped
dustwrapper. Signed by author on the title page. $25.00

  

136 Churchill’s Grand Alliance (Inscribed copy)

Charmley, John. London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1995, 1st
edition. The Anglo-American Special relationship 1940-57.
The author looks at the growing dominance of America in
this partnership, ending with Suez in 1957. 427 pages, photo,
index. See lengthy review in FH 88 by Ashley Redburn. Clean
tight copy, dustwrapper unclipped. Inscribed to an individual
by the author on the title page. $25.00

  

137 Winston Churchill Resolution Defiance
Magnanimity Good Will ( Lord Amery's
copy)Kemper, R. Crosby. Columbia, Univ of Missouri Press,

1996. This book publishes 12 of the Kemper lectures, given
annually at the Churchill memorial in Fulton. Contributors
include martin Gilbert, R. Rhodes James, Lady Soames, Jock
Colville, Lord Amery, etc. Well reviewed in FH 91.
recommended but uncommon. Fine tight copy in unclipped
dustwrapper. Laid in is a letter from the publisher presenting
the book to Lord Amery, who is the author of one of the
essays in the book. $50.00

  

138 Mussoloni-Churchill Il Custode del
Carteggio

Cavalleri, Giorgio. Italy, Piemme, 1997. Hardcover 168
pages. Another book about the Churchill-Mussolini letters.
Fine clean copy in unclipped dustwrapper. $28.00

  

139 Churchill’s Peacetime Ministry, 1951-55
(signed)

Pelling, Henry. London, Macmillan, 1997. A good study of
Churchill’s second premiership, to be read in contrast to
seldon’s book (Z453). 216 pages, notes, index, photos.
Issued in both softcover and a now scarce hardback. Fine
hardcover in dj, signed by author. $120.00

  

140 Churchill and Secret Service (Uncorrected
Proofs)

Stafford, David. New York, Overlook Pres, 1998. This
highly rated book gives the full story of Churchill and Secret
Intelligence based on through research and new released files.
386 pages, notes, photos, index. Good review in FH 96.
Proof bound in grey card covers with low res photos on cover.
Has index, no photos. Tight apparently unread copy. $30.00
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141 Churchill and Hitler in Victory and Defeat
(signed)

Strawson, John. London, Constable, 1997. A long detailed
comparison of the two leaders through the ed of the war. 540
pages, photos, index.  Clean tight copy, seems unread.From
the library of Lord McAlpine with his blind embossed stamp
on free endpaper.  Dustwrapper unclipped, no damage. Signed
by the author on the title page. $30.00

  

142 Winston Churchill signed twice by Blake

Blake, Robert. Stroud, Sutton, 1998. The well known
historian pens a brief paperback bio, but far from 100%
accurate. Gift inscription from the author on first page, plus
also signed again on title page.  Clean, spine never cracked.
$24.00

  

143 Winston and Clementine: The Personal
Letters of the Churchills ARC

Soames, Mary (editor). Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1999.
This Advance Review copy is bound in ivory card covers
printed in blue. A substantial well made book, it includes the
index and illustrations.  Laid in is a publicity letter with
some raves from the UK press.  Clean tight copy.  $30.00

  

144 Churchill en Cuba 1895

anon.. Buenos Aires, 1998. A 45 page book in Spanish about
Churchill’s exploits in Cuba in 1895. card covers. Scarce. Not
in Zoller. Fine unused copy.  $45.00

  

145 Churchill Arhundredets Person

Højris, René. Copenhagen, Forlaget Roger, 1999. There is
no question about who is man of the century in this book by
Denmark’s greatest Churchill collector. Has chapters on a
variety of subjects including Churchill and cigars, Hitler,
Roosevelt, Clemmie, hats etc. Excellent coverage of
Churchill’s visit to Denmark with many photos I have not
seen elsewhere. Definitive list of books by and about
Churchill in Danish. Please note that the text is in Danish.
new copy, signed by author on title page. $30.00

  

146 Churchill: Wanted Dead or Alive
(Inscribed to Lord McAlpine)

Sandys, Celia. London, Harper Collins, 1999, 1st edn..
Churchill’s grand daughter writes about his exploits in South
Africa, with interviews of descendants of those involved. 233
pages, photos, maps.  Crisp unused copy in unclipped
dustwrapper, foxing on edges and a few spots in contents.
Inscribed by the author on the title page "For Alistair with
love from Celia 18th July 99." $30.00

  

147 Churchill: Wanted Dead or Alive PROOF

Sandys, Celia. NY, Carroll & Graf, 2000. Bound in
illustrated card covers just like the final dustjacket. Rear cover
states Uncorrected Proof, has promotional details, and UK
press reviews. Illustrations present, but at low quality. Clean
tight unused copy. $30.00

  

148 Roosevelt & Churchill: Men of Secrets

Stafford, David. London, Little Browm, 1999, 1st edition..
Using newly released material, the author analyzes the secrets
they shared, as well as those they did not. 359 pages, notes,
index, photos. Crisp unused copy in unclipped dustwrapper.
Signed by the author on title page. $40.00

  

149 Roosevelt & Churchill: Men of Secrets
(Uncorrected Proofs)

Stafford, David. Woodstock NY, Overlook Press, 1999.
Using newly released material, the author analyzes the secrets
they shared, as well as those they did not. 359 pages. Proof
binding in card covers with photo on front. Has index, no
photos. Handwritten corrections on rear cover to price and no.
of pages. Also includes publisher publicity flyer. $30.00

  

150 Burying Caesar  (Uncoprrected Proofs)

Stewart, Graham. Woodstock NY, Overlook Press, 1999.
Subtitled: Churchill, Chamberlain and the Struggle for the
Tory Party. Examines the politics within the Tory Party in the
late 1930’s. 533 pages, extensive notes. Proof binding in tan
card covers, photo front cover, has index, no photos. $30.00
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151 Churchill by Roy Jenkins, Uncorrected
Proof

Jenkins, Roy. NY, farra, Strauss & Giroux, 2001. This proof
is a thick heavy book in buff card covers. It has a data page
bound in at front. lacks index and photos, contents has 000
for page numbers.  Clean tight copy, spine never cracked.
$40.00

  

152 Churchill und die Deutschland-Politik

Grenfell, Russell. Germany, Lynx, 2002. Hardcover in grey
laminated boards, 212 pages. Text in German. Not in Zoller.
Fine crisp unused copy.  $35.00

  

153 Eisenhower and Churchill: The Partnership
that Saved the World (signed)

Humes, James C.. New York, Forum, 2001. Hardcover
bound in blue cloth spine over grey sides, 268 pages, index.
The book examines the similarities in the early lives of these
two great WW2 leaders, and then looks at the results when
they became partners. Fine crisp copy unclipped dustwrapper.
Inscribed by the author on the title page. $40.00

  

154 Franklin and Winston, Uncorrected Proof

Meacham, Jon. NY, Random House, 2003. Bound in blue
and white patterned card covers, with the front cover of the dj
bound in as the first page. Includes 8 pages of marketing
bound in before half title, and mail in card as last page. No
index, photos present, but low quality.  Clean and bright,
some curl on front cover. $35.00

  

155 Chasing Churchill, The Travels of
Winston Churchill (signed)

Sandys, celia. London, Harper Collins, 2003. This 293 page
hardcover written by Churchill’s granddaughter chronicles
Churchill’s foreign travels, of there were many over the years.
Many illustrations, some in colour. Fine as new copy. Signed
by author on title page $36.00

  

156 Chuexhill The Unexpected Hero, PROOF

Addison, Paul. NY, OUP, 2005. Consists of laser proofs
with crop marks, front cover is the dj, perfect bound with a
cloth tape spine. No index, handwritten corrections on half
title. Fine crisp copy $35.00

  

157 Hitler & Churchill: Secrets of Leadership
(signed)

Robers, Andrew. London, Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 2003,
1st edition. Hardcover bound in black cloth, 202 pages,
index, 2 sections of photos on glossy paper. Written to go
with a BBC series br Roberts, rest assured this book is not
trying to say that Churchill was like Hitler, quite the
opposite. Crisp unused copy, signed by the author the title
page. Dustwrapper is fine, unclipped. $25.00

  

158 The Fall of France: The Nazi Invasion of
1940

Jackson, Julian. Oxford University Press, 2003. Hardcover in
brown cloth, 274 pages, index, photos, maps.  This copy
inscribed by the author on title page to Lord and Lady
McAlpine. Books appears to have been read, dustwrapper is
unclipped. $25.00

  

159 Winston & Archie, The Letters of Sir
Archibald Sinclair and Winston S.
Churchill 1915-1960Hunter, Ian (ed). London, Politico's, 2005. The Collected

Correspondence of Winston Churchill and Archibald Sinclair
1915-1960. Sinclair was leader of the Liberal Party 1933-45,
and served in Churchill's war cabinet as Air Minister. A hefty
hardcover of 530 pages, extensive appendices and index.
 A new copy signed by the author. $60.00

  

160 Churchill and the Jews (signed)

Gilbert, Martin. London, Simon & Schuster, 2007. This is
the English first edition, a hardcover of 359 pages, includes a
section of photos on glossy paper. This is not the first book
on this subject, but who better than Gilbert to tell the story of
Churchill's long support of the Jews and a Jewish State. I have
never seen most of the photos before.  Here is a brand new
first edition signed by the author on the title page.  $45.00
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